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Abstract

Understanding how mass is transferred from galactic scales down to nuclear
scales to feed the central supermassive black hole (hereafter SMBH) has been
a long-standing problem in the study of nuclear activity in galaxies given that
it is widely accepted that the prodigious energy emitted by the active galactic
nucleus (AGN) is a result of accretion into the SMBH, which implies the pres-
ence of a gas reservoir close to the AGN.

This thesis presents the study of one more AGN hosting galaxy, which is
going to increase the sample of object studied to understand feeding and feed-
back processes between the galaxy and its nucleus. The galaxy studied was
UGC 2024, which is a Sab galaxy (in the Hubble diagram) hosting a Seyfert 2
nucleus. This kind of nuclei are characterized by the presence of Narrow Line
Regions (NLR), this meas, they only present emission line widths of less than
500 km s−1.

Studying the NLR of AGN’s have being a key instrument to the under-
standing of the causes of the perturbations present in the centre of active galax-
ies. Nowadays specialist instruments in observatories are available that allows
to better reproduce the galaxy behaves by observing spectra of almost every
0.1 arcsecond in the object with a high spectral resolution. In this study the
GEMINI Multi-Object Spectrograph (GMOS) was used to unravel the features
of the inner 3.44×4.84 arcsec2 of UGC 2024, revealing an outflow with a wide
open angle and a mass of∼1×106M� and perturbations that can be associated
to a bar in the kinematics of the ionized gas.
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Resumen

Entender cómo la masa es transferida desde escalas galácticas hasta nucle-
ares para alimentar el agujero negro supermasivo (SMBH por su acrónimo en
inglés) central ha sido un problema duradero en el estudio de la actividad nu-
clear en las galaxias dado que es largamente aceptado que la enorme cantidad
de energía emitida por el Nucleo Activo de Galaxia (AGN, por su acrónimo
en inglés) es un resultdo de la acreción dentro del SMBH, lo que implica la
presencia de una reserva de gas cercana al AGN.

Esta tesis presenta el estudio de una galaxia que contiene un AGN, la cual
incrementará la muestra de objetos estudiados apra entender los procesos de
alimentación y retroalimentación entre la galaxia y su núcleo. The galaxia
estudiada fue UGC 2024, que es una galaxia Sab (en el diagrama de Hubble)
conteniendo un núcleo Seyfert 2. Este tipo de núcleos están caracterizados por
la presencia de Regiones de Línea Delgada (NLR, por si acrónimo en inglés),
lo que significa que sólo posee anchos en las líneas de emisión de menos de
500 km s−1.

Estudiar la NLR de los AGN’s ha sido un instrumento clave para el en-
tendimiento de las causas de las perturbaciones presentes en el centro de las
galaxias activas. Hoy en día hay instrumentos especializados en los observa-
torios que permiten una mejor reproducción de los comportamientos de las
galaxias a través de la observación de los espectros de al menos cada 0.1 arco
segundo en el objeto con una alta resolución espectral. En este estudio el Es-
pectrógrafo de Multi-Objetos de GEMINI (GMOS, por su acrónimo en inglés)
fue utilizado para desentrañar las características de los 3.44×4.84 arcsoegundos2

más internos de UGC 2024, revelando gas saliente (outflow) con un ángulo de
apertura ancho y una masa de ∼1×106M� y perturbaciones que pueden ser
asociadas a una barra en la cinemática del gas ionizado.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN).

The term AGN refers to the presence of energetic phenomena in the nucleus
of galaxies when it cannot be related directly with stars. This objects present
a wide observational properties, which can be used to identify them in surveys
using a range of selection techniques and most of them are based on the prop-
erties the galactic nuclei has at a given wavelength region, that says, selection
methods are incomplete for some AGNs luminosities, classes or redshifts [15].

The typical anatomy of an AGN can be seen in figure 1.1 . Here is possible
to observe the Accretion Disk, which is hot and has luminous gas accreting
onto the Black Hole. The Jet is formed by charged particles moving with a
relativistic velocities out of the nucleus. There are a Broad-line Region and
a Narrow-line Region (hereafter BLR & NLR respectively), the BLR consist
in clouds of gas near the accretion disk and presents turbulent motion at high
speed, while the NLR is formed by gas clouds further out moving with slower
speed. The Obscuring Torus is a ring of gas and dust surrounding the central
black hole [1].

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

Figure 1.1: Urry and Padovani Model for Radio-Loud AGN. (Credit: C.M.
Urry and P. Padovani [79])

1.2 Unified Model.

If the observation is made from the "down” area, it corresponds to a Radio
Quiet QSO, while from the "up” area a Radio Loud QSO is observed. Seyfert
1 are those observed directly to the accretion disk and Seyfert 2 are observed
from the obscuring torus, as is shown in figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2: Line of sight for different AGN definitions according to the uni-
fied model based on the original figure of [79]. (Credit: The Essential Radio
Astronomy course at NRAO)

It is still a mystery how is the exactly way of the feeding of an AGN, but we
can say this happen due to the accretion of gas towards a Super Massive Black
Hole (SMBH). We can divide this whole group in two smaller groups:Quasars
and Seyfert Galaxies, being the last group the commonest in the Universe.

The name Quasar comes from "Quasi Stellar Radio Source". "Quasi Stel-
lar" because their appearance did not suggest a relation with galaxies at the
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beginning due to the great distance between they and us, so what we see is a
star-like nuclear source and since the surrounding galaxy has a small angular
size and it is faint, it is lost in the glare of the nucleus. If the observation is
made from the "down” area, it corresponds to a Radio Quiet QSO, while from
the "up” area a Radio Loud QSO is observed. In a typical quasars the luminos-
ity of the nuclear source is brighter than the luminosity of the stars in the host
galaxy by a factor of 100. These objects were initially discovered in the late
1950s as a result of the first radio surveys of the sky ( 3C and 3CR Catalogs,
PKS, 4C Catalog, et al.). The main characteristics of quasars are: they are
star-like objects identified with radio sources, large redshifts, large UV flux,
time-variable continuum flux, broad emission lines [3].

The first spectrum of a Seyfert was obtained at Lick Observatory 1908 by
E. A. Fath. But was Carl Seyfert [69] the first in realize that there are similar
galaxies which form a different class. He found important characteristics on
the spectra of some galaxies (NGC1068, NGC1275, NGC3516, NGC4051,
NGC4151, and NGC7469): 1)The lines are broad and 2)Hydrogen lines are
broader than other lines in some cases [69]. In 1959 Woltjer try to understand
for the first time the physics of Seyfert galaxies finding: 1)The nuclei is unre-
solved, so the size of this is less than 100 parsec (pc), 2)The nuclear emission
may last at least 108 years, because Seyfert galaxies represent about 0.001%
of spiral galaxies and 3) If the material in the nucleus is gravitationally bound,
then the mass of the nucleus has to be very high [86]. Seyfert galaxies are
divided as Seyfert 1 and Seyfert 2 depending on their spectrum. This classi-
fication was possible thanks to the optical region in which appear permitted
and forbidden emission lines. In the first one the hydrogen lines are broader
than the forbidden lines, instead in Seyfert 2 galaxies the hydrogen lines has
the same width as the forbidden lines. Lately, Osterbrock published new in-
termediate classifications: Seyfert 1.5 y Seyfert 1.8 y 1.9 [48], related to the
width and intensity of the permitted and forbidden lines. At the beginning,
the classification was only descriptive but later it took a more astrophysical
meaning: the permitted lines can appear in very much denser regions than the
forbidden lines, these dense regions are reflected only in the BLR, which are
present in Seyfert 1 galaxies uniquely. I mentioned before, the velocity of
the gas cloud in BLR is very high due the nearness with the nucleus, it could
cause the great width in permitted lines. On the contrary, the NLR, in which
are formed permitted and forbidden lines, moves with lower velocity, cause it
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is located further out. Specifically, Seyfert 2 Galaxies present an excess dust
emission in the optical continuum [1], it is because we observed its nucleus
through the torus equator (edge-on) and then, we only detect the Narrow Line
Region (NLR) [68].

The Unified Model suggests the division of Seyfert 1 and Seyfert 2 galax-
ies is a matter of orientation( [1], [6], [80]). According to this model the
accretion disc of the AGN is surrounding by a torus of dust and molecular gas
geometrically and optically thick, where the X-ray and UV radiation are re-
processed and remitted as Mid infrared radiation [54], i.e., both Seyfert 1 and
Seyfert 2 galaxies would be the same object observed in different orientations
of the accretion disc.

1.3 Galaxy Kinematics in Nearby AGNs.

Since the distribution of the gas bear on the radial velocity measurements I will
discuss it briefly. Observations in the optical emission lines require ionized
gas (in HII regions or in tenuous areas between them). The surface number-
densities of HII regions change with the radius, it is small in the central areas
of intermediate and later-type galaxies, increase to a maximum and then de-
crease to small values near the optical boundaries [34]. The low efficiency of
HII regions in the central part of the galaxies is usually correlated with the
decrease of the HI surface density in these area
citepDAVIES72. The above supports that star formation is less potent in re-
gions of lower gas density [83]. The accelerated reduction of the gas by star
formation may be the cause of the central depression [71, 83]. For a great
number of spiral galaxies of large angular size the angular resolution of the
radio HI synthesis map is sufficient to separate spiral arms from each other.
In some of this galaxies (M31, M33, M51, et al.) the HI distribution shows
spiral structure associated with the optical morphology in a general way [83].
Precisely calibrated maps of the distribution and motions of the ionized gas
of spiral galaxies would give the basis for quantitative comparison with radio-
synthesis observations [83].

We can say that galaxies of all type show rotation (In general, the pat-
tern of the velocity fields is always dominated by rotation), even if they are
irregular,elliptical or spiral galaxies. The observed velocity fields show more
frequently that exist deviation from the symmetry expected for purely circular
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motion and that these deviation can be large. We interpreted deviations as bars
and oval distortions, wraps, density wave and nuclear explosions. The pattern
of circular motion usually prevail on the velocity fields determined by optical
emission lines and radio-HI data, this apply to the gas and also the motion
of the stars is represented by the same general kinematics, e.g., in the central
region of M31 the stars exhibit a velocity field as complex as that of the gas
[61], and the information on the rotation of the stars is obtained from the op-
tical absorption lines and restricted to the central regions. Besides the regular
rotation, local noncircular motions in the stars have been reported by Simkin
[72] and these seem to be associated with dust patches and other details of the
spiral structure.

The observation of the redshift and blueshift let us determine the velocity
distribution of the galaxy in the line of sight and then is possible to build the
radial velocity field.

Determination of the velocity field over the entire disk of a galaxy would
provide important additional information, the amount and extent of the non-
circular motions would be more clearly revealed and the orientation of the
parameters could be determined directly from the velocity field and not from
the distribution of broad-band light over the galaxy [83]. It is well known that
neutral hydrogen gas in late type galaxies extend to large radii, so mapping the
HI velocity field would provide independent and complementary information
on the kinematics but there is an important limitation with radio-HI observa-
tions, many intermediate-type galaxies have little HI in central regions, so the
velocity field of central regions in many galaxies can be better measured by
optical means.

The measurement of the radial velocity does not allow just one interpreta-
tion of the velocity field. To derive the rotational curve from the velocity field
are necessary two assumptions: 1) we measure all the data of the galaxy in a
inclined plane with coordinates R (Radio measured from the galactic center)
and θ (azimuth angle) and usually the motion trough the z axis is not con-
sidered; 2) rotation is dominant and all noncircular motions are not part of
a large-scale pattern [83]. It is usual to use numerical schemes to determine
important parameters: Position angle (PA) of the line of nodes, coordinates of
the rotation center, systemic velocity Vsys and the inclination i of the normal to
the galaxy plane with the line of sight. A small error in these parameters can
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result in patterns with characteristics symmetries in the diagram of the radial
velocity field after subtraction of the nominal rotation curve, which was first
illustrated by [84] (1.3) in their study of M33. This subtraction is important
when we want to study the noncircular motion, because is important to estab-
lish what kind of motion can be found in the analysis and what kind will be
hidden because they simulate the radial velocity field effects produced by an
error in the dynamical parameters [84].

Figure 1.3: Model residual radial velocity field corresponding to small
changes in the dynamical parameters: (a) Vsys; (b) PA; (c) Rotation curve; (d)
Position of the rotation center (movement along minor axis); (e) Position of
the rotation center (movement along major axis); (f) Inclination angle.(Credit:
Warner et al. 1973 [84])

Figure 1.3 shows how can vary the residual of the radial velocity field with
small changes in one parameter. The symmetries in the figure shows that the
parameters are independent. [84] suggest that a good fit is obtained fixing one
parameter at a value differing from the true one and varying the others. They
present two types of non-circular motion that will be hard to detect:
a Expansion and contraction: the radial velocity field associated with expan-
sion is similar to the associated with changes in the PA. The second gives a
radial velocity proportional to the radius while the expansion or contraction
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could be restricted to particular radial distances.
b Motion of the galaxy transverse to the line of sight: this is similar to solid
body rotation of the galaxy about an axis perpendicular to the direction of
transverse motion. The component in the direction of the minor axis gives a
radial velocity field very similar to that in figure 1.3, associated to changes in
the PA. The component in the direction of the major axis gives a solid body
rotation in the plane of the disk. So the entire transverse motion would be
incorporated to changes in PA and in the rotation curve.

1.4 Rotation Curve.

Was Pease in 1916 and 1918 [51, 52] who measured for the first time what we
call "rotation curve” in the nuclear regions of M31 and The Sombrero Galaxy
(M104). These observation required a lot of dedication, both exposure lasted
80 hours. That was the beginning of the study of rotation curves and since that
moment it has matured to become in the most powerful tool for determining
mass distribution inside galaxies, not in the inner regions but in the outer [24].

For a detailed comparison between radio curves and galaxy morphology
is necessary to have observational results spanning the range of types and the
range of luminosities within each type. From rotation curves measured over a
large part of the optical disks of some galaxies, Roberts & Rots [58] suggest
that the mass distribution of Sa galaxies were more centrally condensed than
those of the Sc galaxies.

Measurements of the HI-21cm line velocities in galaxies let us assume that
at large radii the rotation curve became Keplerian. In fact rotation curves are
found to decline much more slowly or even not at all ([59], [36], [83].

As it was mentioned before, the necessary angular resolution in the cen-
tral regions of galaxies is better from optical observations. Like example, the
gas motions within about 0.4 kpc of the nucleus of M31 show a complex ve-
locity field superposed on rapid rotation [60] with evidence for expansion at
velocities up to 100 km s−1. Observations of the interstellar K and H absorp-
tion lines indicate gas ejection from the nucleus with velocities up to 450 km
s−1 [45]. Gas motions within 300 pc in M81 show outflows, but just out-
side this radius the velocity field shows a general inflow towards the center
citepGOAD741,GOAD742. In the late 1970’s, M31 as well as M81 were im-
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portant to understand the behavior of the central regions of galaxies because
they present nuclear activity and gas ejection on relatively small scale and the
stamllerrs on the disk and the bulge of M31 do not seem to follow the pattern
of noncircular motions seen in the gas [53].

The kinematics of the inner rings of HII regions, present in most galaxies,
has been studied several times, i. e., the ring at ≈340 pc from the nucleus of
NGC 3351 (an SBb galaxy) was studies by [62] and it is apparently contract-
ing; [29] observed noncircular motion in the inner HII ring of HII regions in
NGC 5364; NGC 4736 was studied by [81, 82], besides the HII regions its ring
contains diffuse Hα emission with a sharp outer boundary at a radius of 1kpc,
where a decrease of the in the optical continuum surface brightness and an in-
crease in B−V color is found. The HII kinematics studied by [81, 82] shows
that expansion motions exist in the ring and the expansion is strongest at the
position of the radio continuum peaks. Even if an explanation in terms of the
inner Lindblad resonance seemed attractive, the direction of the noncircular
motions does not appear to agree with that expected in the linear approxima-
tion.
[22] and also [77] present observations indicating outflows of gas from the nu-
cleus if the NGC 253 into a cone-shaped region with velocities reaching 300
km s−1.
So until 1978 there was good evidence in the velocity patterns of central re-
gions of noncircular motions and even ejection of gas on the 1kpc scale and
also there was evidence that stars are not appreciable affected by all the goings-
on [83].
[56] present the kinematics in the inner pc of Mkr 1066, they found that the
velocity field is dominated by rotation in the galaxy plane but shows an S-
shape distortion along the galaxy minor axis which seems to be due to an
oval structure seen in an optical continuum image. Along the oval they found
a partial ring of low velocity dispersion attributed to intermediate-age stel-
lar population. The velocity fields of all emission lines are dominated by a
similar rotation patter to that observed for the stars, but are deformed by the
presence of two structures: a a compact rotating disc with radius r≈ 70 pc; b
a bi-conical outflow along the radio jet which is oriented approximately along
the galaxy major axis. [16] observed nuclear gas spiral in the radio-galaxy
Arp 102B, which indicates gas inflow towards the nucleus, four years later
[17] present the same galaxy as a low-ionization nuclear emission-line region
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(LINER)/Seyfert1, here the centroid velocity maps suggest that most gas is in
rotation in an inclined disc with line of nodes along position angle ≈ 88deg,
redshifts to the west and blueshifts to the east, with lower blueshifts correlated
with the eastern arm and radio jet. This correlation suggests that the jet is
interacting with gas in the disc. Also channel maps show blueshifts but also
some redshifts at the eastern arm and jet location which can be interpreted as
originated in the front and back walls of an outflow pushed by the radio jet.
[46, 68] they present the kinematics of the Seyfert 2 galaxy NGC 2110, Here
the cold gas kinematics suggests that exist inflowing gas to the east and SW of
the nucleus. NGC7213 [67] presents inflows towards the nucleus in the NW
and SE regions and an increase in the gas velocity dispersion near the borders
of the spiral arms.

1.5 About the Outflows and Inflows.

Galactic inflow and outflow are important due to their influence in the bud-
get of baryon and star formation activities in galaxies and also play a role
in their formation and evolution. In a grand picture of galaxy formation and
evolution provided by ΛCDM cosmology, baryonic inflow into a galactic disk
occurs when gas accretes from the intergalactic medium into the dark matter
halo and subsequently collapses toward its central region [76]. Semi-analytic
models, in which the most of the gas are assume to accrete into the galactic
disk, predict that the slope of the galaxy luminosity function is much abrupt
than that actually observed, i.e., according to the simulations, the gas cooling
and accretion into the disk should be suppressed by feedback processes (e.g,
UV radiation, supernovae explosions and active galactic nuclei). In summary,
galactic outflow is driven by the feedback process and it has been observed all
over in starburst galaxies at both high and low redshifts.
The stellar mass-metallicity relation shows that at each redshift there is an
empirical upper limit for metallicity for massive galaxies, this implies that the
chemical evolution in galaxies with this relation accompanies gas inflow and
outflow processes.
[73] reports some results on the kinematics of the inner few hundred parsec
(pc) around nearby AGN using optical and near-Infrared (NIR) integral field
spectroscopy. The stellar kinematics of the hosts galaxies is dominated by
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circular rotation in the plane of the galaxy. In the optical,inflow with veloci-
ties of ∼50 kms−1 had been observed along the nuclear spiral arms, whereas
in the NIR these inflows had been observed in ionized gas emission for low-
luminosity AGN and molecular gas emission for higher-luminosity AGN. Out-
flows had been observed in ionized gas emission from the NLR. Mass outflow
rates in ionized gas range from 10−2 to 10−3 M} yr−1 and are 10–100 times
larger than the mass accretion rates on to the AGN, supporting an origin for
the bulk of the outflow in gas from the galaxy plane entrained by a nuclear jet
or accretion disk wind. These outflows are a consequence of mass accretion
on to the SMBH and they are characterized for be ubiquitous (ever-present)
among AGN. On the other hand, inflows are infrequently observed.
It is common to observe nuclear spirals around AGN. [43] suggest that they
are not self-gravitating and may be the channels through which matter is being
transferred to the nucleus to feed the AGN. Gas kinematics of NGC 1097 and
NGC 6951 were mapped using optical spectra. The fitting of the N[II]λ6584Åand
Hα has allowed to find that the kinematics in the plane of NGC 1097 is dom-
inated by rotation, but with noncircular motions superimposed. After isolate
and spatially correlate the noncircular motion velocity field with a nuclear spi-
ral structure, the suggestion that nuclear spiral indeed associated with inflows
towards the nucleus was supported [20, 55]. For NGC 6951 [74] found similar
results. The streaming motions along the nuclear spirals have velocities of ≈
50 km s−1, and the estimated mass inflow rate in ionized gas is ≈ 10−3M�
yr−1, rate that coincide with the order of the mass accretion rate to the active
nucleus ([73]).
Now, outflows in the optical were observed in several galaxies, e. g., NGC
2273, NGC 4051, NGC 1068, NGC 2110 and others more [18, 39, 41, 68, 87].
The stellar kinematics is dominated by rotation in the plane of the galaxy.
The gaseous kinematics shows gas rotating in the plane of the stars. Fur-
thermore,the gas kinematics in NGC 2273, NGC 4051 and NGC 3516 shows
blueshift and redshift due to outflows from the nucleus. The outflows are spa-
tially associated with the radio structure and both the radio flux maps and the
[SIII] flux and centroid velocity maps show discrete components (knots of
emission), which we interpret as due to intermittent ejection of plasma that
compresses the surrounding interstellar medium, driving the observed out-
flows. This interpretation is supported by the observation of an increase in
the gas velocity dispersion in the regions surrounding the radio knots [73]. If
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channel maps along S[III] emission line were built, they would show that the
highest velocities are found close to the nucleus (component originating in the
galactic disk is the brightest near the nucleus), opposite to what is observed in
the centroid velocity maps because in them the highest velocities are observed
away from the nucleus(outflowing component is the brightest in this region).
In the channel maps is possible to observe high velocity gas in the nucleus,
i.e., the outflow does not leave the nucleus at 0 km s−1.
NGC 2110 is a case where the radio jet is not well aligned with the ionized
gas emission and main outflow [46].[7] lists some common properties among
outflows in nearby AGN:

• NLR outflows, typically extending for a few hundred of parsecs, are
found in all AGNs, with velocities ranging from ≈ 100 to 800 km s−1.

• Mass outflow rates in the emitting gas range from 0.5 to 10 M} yr −1,
which are 100–1000 times the accretion rate which powers the AGN.
This means that the outflow is a result of mass loading of a nuclear wind
as it travels out through the interstellar medium of the galaxy.

• The filling factor of the emitting gas was estimated to be on the order of
10% in those galaxies for which such as estimate was possible.

• The typical power of the outflow is only of the order of 10−3 Lbol , but
that is usually enough to expel from the nuclear region 107 - 108 M} of
gas in ≈ 107 yr.

• The outflows usually follow the orientation of the radio jets, but in a few
nearby objects they are not completely aligned (e.g., NGC1068, NGC
4151, NGC 2110). This mis-alignment implies a distinct orientation or
warping between the inner funnel of the accretion disk, where the radio
jet originates, and the more external region from which the wind that
drives the ionized gas outflow originates.

• Recent modeling of the outflows in NGC 4151 and NGC 1068 indicate
that the data does not require acceleration along the NLR, as suggested
by previous studies.

The astronomical community was interested in two cases where inflows
occur in the early 1990’s: 1 bar-driven inflows in barred spiral galaxies can
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lead to gas accumulation and star formation in nuclear rings of "hot spots” and
2 tidal interactions and mergers between galaxies can cause large amounts of
gas to fall rapidly into their nuclei and produce luminous starburst and non-
thermal activity [40]. Also velocity-resolved reverberation mapping suggests
that the BLRs of AGNs can have significant net inflow [26].
Even though observe gas inflows is difficult directly, because they could be
masked by more evident outflows, they are commonly predicted by numerical
simulations of barred and interactive galaxies. The success of these simula-
tions in matching many properties of such systems leaves a little doubt that
inflows occur generally any time a non-axisymmetric gravitational potential
is present. The fact that in many of the most luminous systems an amount of
molecular gas comparable to the gas content of an entire large spiral galaxy
is observed to be concentrated into a small nuclear region only a few hun-
dred parsecs across is the evidence that gas inflows regions of galactic size are
responsible for triggering the most energetic outbursts of activity in galactic
nuclei.
Understand how gas condenses into galactic nuclei is important to understand
the evolution of galaxies and of the universe because the major consequences
of starburst and non-thermal activity on galactic nuclei are that star formation
and the growth of the black hole can build up the central region of the galaxy
and that the energy freed can heat and expel residual gas into an intergalactic
medium [40].
Spiral patterns and bar-like distortions effect can be gas inflows in galaxies
[40, 83]. Bars can be understand as a strong and open type of spiral pattern
and in galaxies which present bars the departure of the gas motions from cir-
cular orbits can become very large, and can cause strong shocks to form along
the leading edge of the bar, resulting in rapid energy dissipation and hence a
strong inflow. These effect had been demonstrated in numerical simulations
and in observations. Also it had been demonstrated that the gas tends to form
rings with a double-peaked density distribution near the Inner Lindblad Reso-
nance. This gas accumulation can then fuel star formation in a nuclear ring of
"hot spots”, which is a common observed phenomenon in barred galaxies. It
is clear that gas inflows are more important in barred than in unbarred galax-
ies, since bars are often observed to be strongly impoverished of gas and star
formation, both of which appear to have been moved towards the nuclear re-
gion of these galaxies (Larson 1994). Another possible mechanism for driving
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at least sporadic inflows in galaxies involves dynamical friction, which can
cause massive clumps of matter to lose energy and angular momentum and
sink rapidly toward the center. A fourth mechanism that can drive rapid gas
inflows in galaxies is the effect of tidal interactions, which can be especially
effective because they can induce strong responses such as spiral patterns and
bars in galactic disks that contribute to the outward transport of angular mo-
mentum and in add in they can produce a perturbation in the gravitational
potential similar to that of a bar.
The fueling of nuclear starburst, which typically occurs a few hundred of the
nucleus, may be explained on the basis of gravitational physics. It is also
possible that similar mechanisms operate on much smaller scales and play a
roll in the fueling of central BHs. Some simulations support this possibility
[26, 40, 76]. Gaskell et al. [26] suggest that the accretion rate implied by the
inflow is sufficient to power the AGN. The systematic change in polarization
as a function of velocity across the Balmer lines suggests a net inflow of a
scattering region somewhat exterior to the Balmer lines [26]. To get a net in-
flow of matter there must be outward transport of angular momentum. This
means that something must apply a torque on the gas. This could be magnetic
breaking caused by a wind [11] or a viscosity providing a torque between ma-
terial at different radii. If we have inflow in the BLR, there is the same need
for a torque to provide the necessary angular momentum transfer in the BLR
gas. It would be natural for this to be provided by the same mechanisms as
for the disk, i.e., magnetic breaking by a wind [26], or a magneto-rotational
instability [4]. [26] suggest that the deduced mass inflow rates are comparable
to the mass accretion rate needed to power AGNs and proposed that the BLR
could be a major part of the material accreting onto the black hole.

1.6 Galaxy of study: UGC 2024

UGC 2024, earlier classified as an Sab galaxy [35] is more likely an SBab
galaxy with a bar of∼ 8.95 kpc [47, 50]) and harbors a Seyfert 2 nucleus [75].
It is located at a luminosity distance of 90 Mpc [19], implying a linear scale
of 0.436 kpc arcsec−1 (cosmology-corrected assuming H0 = 73kms−1Mpc−1,
Ωmatter = 0.027 and Ωvacuum = 0.73). A major axis position angle (hereafter
PA) of 150◦ (from north to east) was derived by [65] via ellipse fitting to
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Spectral Region Absolute Mag or νLνW Reference
Ultravilet -16.95 ± 0.50 [mag] Seibert, M. (2012)
Visual -21.14 ±0.50 [mag] Sloan Digital Sky Survey Team
Near-Infrared -23.55 ± 0.50 [mag] Two Micron All Sky Survey Team
Mid-Infrared 9.78E+36 ± 1.97E+36 [W] Moshir et al. (1990)
Far-Infrared 7.39E+36 ± 1.57E+36 [W] Moshir et al. (1990)
Radio 9.51E+30 ± 2.07E+30 [W] Condon, R. et al. (1998)

Table 1.1: Absolute magnitude data from NASA/IPAC EXTRAGALACTIC
DATABASE

ground-based I-band images; their B-band images give a different major axis
PA, but these images were shallower and more likely to trace [HII] regions
rather than old stars. The inclination of the galaxy is 48◦1, computed from
the apparent axial ratio listed in the UGC catalogue. The latest heliocen-
tric radial velocity published for this galaxy is 6699 km/s−1, i.e. a redshift
z∼0.022347±0.0000102. Older systemic velocity values vary between 6595 km s−1

[75] and 6728 km s−1 [25]. [28] determined the absolute linear diameter at the
25 B-mag arcsec−2 brightness level and the total blue luminosity, finding a
diameter D≈22.38 kpc and a luminosity of LB ≈2.08×1010L�.

UGC 2024 presents emission line ratios of log([OIII]/Hβ ) > 0.54, log([NII]/Hβ )
> 0.46, and log(Hα/Hβ ) > 0.55 [21], and is thus in the typical AGN region
of the Baldwin-Phillips-Terlevich (BPT) diagrams [5]; log([NII]/Hα)> −0.3
[75].
Its photometric magnitud is 145 mag., on the other hand, the values for its
visual, ultraviolet, near-infrared, etc. magnitudes are showed in table 1.1

Earlier studies of the optical continuum and the Hα emission-line by Heisler
& Vader [32, 33] show that this galaxy presents a faint halo surrounding its nu-
cleus. In the optical the galaxy shows two small spiral arms which extend into
its faint outer halo [32], while in the Hα the spiral arms are not strong emitters.
The latest leads to conclude that UGC 2024 is either an early type spiral or that

1https://ned.ipac.caltech.edu
2Sloan Digital Sky Survey Data Release 13 as obtained Jan. 31, 2017 from

http://www.sdss.org/dr13/data_access/bulk/
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the arms are tidal tails of older stars pulled out during a previous interaction
[33]. On the other hand, unsharp masked and a B-R color images reveals many
bright knots (H[II] regions) at either side of the nucleus along the same line as
the spiral arms [32].

[64] found that UGC 2024 shows a diffuse [OIII] emission with no clear
conical shape. The emission of this ionized gas is extended by 1.45× 2.6 arcsec2

(minor axis×major axis extension) with the major axis along P.A.= −35◦,
within 5◦ from the host galaxy major axis. This galaxy presents only an un-
resolved and not extended nuclear radio source [38, 65] with a size < 45 pc
[66] and also it shows weak broad lines in the NIR so it is not possible con-
clude if there exist dust-obscured broad lines [31]. [30] compared the spatial
flux distribution of the [OIII] emission line with the Hδ absorption line spatial
flux distribution to study the post-starburst region in UGC 2024. He stressed
that, even if both fluxes have their peaks at the centre, Hδ is more extended at
radius greater than ±2". On the other hand, when he compared the equivalent
widths (EWs) of these two lines, we can appreciate that the [OIII] EW (∼6-12
Å) is larger than the Hδ EW (∼3-5 Å) within ±2", but then the Hδ EW stays
almost constant whithin±4 arcsec. These two behaviors suggest that the post-
starburst region in the galaxy may be more extended than the emission-line
region. [30] also studied the Hβ EW, finding that this value is positive when
the line is in absorption (at a distance > 1 kpc from the centre). Furthermore,
he found that the [SII]/Hα flux ratio is peaked at the galaxy centre (in distances
< 2", too). He finally concluded that these four features, flux distribution and
EWs comparisons, Hβ EW and [SII]/Hα flux ratio distribution, suggest that
the AGN and post-starburst regions are both centrally concentrated, but the
post-starburst region is more extended towards the exterior of the galaxy than
the emission-line region.

[27] found that the forbidden high-ionization lines ([FeVII], [FeX]λ6734Å,
[FeXI]λ7892Å) as well as the lower ionization forbidden lines ([OIII]λ5007Å,
[OI]λλ6300,6363Å, [NII]λλ6549,6583Åand [SII]λλ6717,6731Å) in UGC
2024 are less redshifted than the host galaxy, that is, the velocities measured
by fitting Gaussian models to each line are lower than the host galaxy reces-
sional velocity, considering this as the [SII]λ6717,6731Åvelocity. They in-
terpret the reduced recession velocities of the line-emitting regions as outflow
velocities along our line of sight. However, they did not rule out the possibility
of emission from infalling clouds approaching from the far side of the AGN.
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[9] studied the dichotomy in the local radio AGN population with a sam-
ple of 18286 radio-loud active galactic nuclei. They investigated the difference
between "High-excitation" radio galaxies and "Low-excitation" radio galaxies
(HERGs and LERGs respectively) finding that exist a difference in the nature
of the Eddington-scaled accretion rate on their central black holes: in HERGs
is usual to find accretion rates between one per cent to 10 per cent of their
Eddington rate, whereas in LERGs is usual find accretion rates below one
per cent of their Eddington rate, which is consistent with models where the
population separation is caused by a switch between radiatively efficient and
radiatively inefficient accretion modes at low accretion rates. It is possible to
appreciate that two population show differential cosmic evolution at fixed ra-
dio luminosity: HERGs evolve strongly at all luminosities and LERGs show
weak or no evolution. They also analyzed the host galaxies of radio source
finding support to the developing picture of radio-loud AGN: HERGs are fu-
elled at high rates through radiatively efficient standard accretion discs by cold
gas, while LERGs are fuelled via radiatively inefficient flows at low accretion
rates. However they do not show specific results for each galaxy, not even as
an example or in a list, so it is complicated specify the classification they gave
to UGC 2024.

[47] present a detailed visual morphology classification for galaxies in the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey Data (SDSS) Data Release 4 (DR4, Cat. <II/267>).
They found that UGC2024 presents a central bar with a length of 0.5 times the
diameter of the galaxy and the inclination of the disk is between 50-70 degrees.
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Observations and data
Processing

UGC 2024 was observed on December 01 2014 with the Integral Field Unit
(IFU) of the Gemini Multi-Object Spectrograph (with the grating B600 of the
Hamamatsu detector array) mounted on the GEMINI South Telescope (pro-
gram ID: GS-2014B-Q-20, P.I. Neil Nagar). The observations consisted of
one IFU fields covering 3.5 ×5 arcsec2 around the nucleus with 0.08 arcsec
sampling, centered on the nucleus and extended close along to the major axis
position angle of the host galaxy (PA ≈ 150◦. On the other hand, the obser-
vation was along an angle PAobs = 142◦) so we think it is important for the
understanding of coming figures that the "image major axis PA" is found at
PAimg = 8◦ counterclockwise direction from the y-axis. Four exposures of 900
s were obtained for each field, slightly shifted and dithered in order to correct
for detector defects after combination of the frames. The seeing during the
observation limited the spatial resolution to 0.5 arcsec, as measured from the
FWHM of a spatial profile of the calibration standard, corresponding to 0.218
kpc at the galaxy distance.

The selected wavelength range was ∼4200–7300 Å, in order to cover the
Hβ , [OIII]λλ 4959,5007Å, Hα , [NII]λλ 6548,6583Åand [SII]λλ 6717,6731Åe-
mission lines, observed with the grating GMOS B600 (set to central wave-
length of either λ 5700 Åor λ 5750 Å) at a spectral resolution of 75 km s−1.

18
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Data reduction was performed with IRAF1 package provided by the GEM-
INI Observatory and specifically developed for the GMOS2 instrument. The
data reduction process included bias subtraction, overscan, flat-fielding, wave-
length calibration (with errors of 2.4% and 1.5% for the arc centered in λ5700Åand
λ5750Årespectively) and building of the data cubes at a sampling 0.08×
0.08 arcsec2/pixel. The final cube contains 2928 spectra with a final size of
3.84×4.88 arcsec−2 (48×61 spaxels2).

Unfortunately, we got a gap in the centre of the [OIII]5007Åemission line
in both images centered in 5700Åso, before combine the 4 cubes, we masked
the spectra in a range of 64Åcentered in 5519Å, which is the central wave-
length of the [OIII] line corrected by the redshift, in these two images. We did
that to avoid the extrapolation of the line made by IRAF and therefore errors
in the combination and the data analysis. However, the real intensity of the
line is missed when combine the four cubes so we combined only those with-
out the gap problem to do the analysis of [OIII]. Also, to do the analysis of
the [SII] doublet was necessary to correct the lines of the effect of the B-band
telluric lines. To do this we performed a black body curve using the V, R, I,
J, H and K flux bands magnitudes of the standard star, then we divided the
collided spectrum (a sum of all the spectra of the star in the data cube) by the
synthetic curve to flat the star spectrum and finally we used this spectrum to
divide every spectra in the galaxy data cube. By doing the last we were able
to recover the flux in each [SII] line.

1IRAF is the Image Reduction and Analysis Facility, a general purpose software system
for the reduction and analysis of astronomical data. IRAF is written and supported by the
National Optical Astronomy Observatories (NOAO) in Tucson, Arizona.NOAO is operated by
the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy (AURA), Inc. under cooperative
agreement with the National Science Foundation.

2http://www.gemini.edu/sciops/data-and-results/processing-software?q=node/11822
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Results

In the upper left panel of figure 3.1 we present the acquisition image of UGC
2024. The upper right panel is a zoom of the inner 3.84 × 4.88 arcsec2, cor-
responding to the Field-of-View (FOV) covered by the IFU observation. In
the middle left panel we present an structure map of an image obtained with
the Wide Field Planetary Camera 2 (WFPC2) through the F547M filter aboard
the Hubble Space Telescope (HST). The rectangle delimits the FOV. In the
middle right panel we present a stellar continuum image from the IFU spectra
obtained by integrating the flux in the lambda range 5235Å- 5710Åwhich cor-
respond to the 90% passband of the F547M filter 1 of the HST. In the lower
panels we show the spectra in each of the points in blue in the continuum
image. This points represent the spectra of important zones, the ones with
interesting features in kinematics (see figure 3.4), in Hα velocity map. Point
1 is the very nuclear point assumed as the peak of the continuum. Point 2 is
an intermediate spectrum located in the redder region on the map. Both 1 and
2 were extracted from the cube resulting of the combination of the two cubes
without the gap problem in the [OIII] stronger line. Points 3 and 4 are PA
spectra and were extracted from the combination of all four cubes. Points 2,
3 and 4 were subtracted from regions in the velocity maps were the residuals
are not null (see section 3.3).We can note that the [OIII] stronger emission line
change its amplitude between the cubes, being smaller in the second one due
to the lack of information of the line, information that we missed when we

1Data obtained from http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfpc2/analysis/filters.html

20
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masked the line .
All 4 spectra are typical of Seyfert 2 galaxies (more clear in the first

and second spectra), showing [NII]λ6548,6583Å, [OIII]λ4363,4959,5007Å,
[SII]λ6717,6731Å, [OI]λ6300,6363Å, Hα and [FeVII]λ6086Åemission lines.
The spectrum from location 1 show narrow (average central velocity disper-
sion of ≈ 104 km s−1) emission lines and a [NII]/Hα ratio of ∼0.96. The
correction of the [SII] doublet is not showed in any of the spectra.

The structure map of UGC 2024 is an unsharp masked image of the F547M
filter image obtained with the HST2. This shows the same two small spiral
arms of which [32] talked about. This arms extend for approximately 6 arcsec
each to the southeast and to the northwest. The same arms are visible in the
acquisition image, where the arm to the SE is clearly thicker than the one to the
NW. The green solid line show the PA of the galaxy following the NE square
and the blue crux is marking the continuum peak. The continuum image (mid-
dle right) is smooth and symmetric respect to the position angle (black solid
line).

3.1 Stellar Kinematics
To measure the stellar kinematics we used the Penalized Pixel-Fitting tech-
nique (pPXF, [12, 14]) with a subset of the MILES Library of Stellar Spectra
[63], which contains 985 well-calibrated stars spectra covering a wavelength
region from 3525-5700 Åat a spectral resolution of 2.51 Å(σ ∼64 km s−1),
to find the stellar continua which best fit to our data (that is, the best combi-
nation of templates for each spectrum). To do this ,and due to that the tem-
plates spectral resolution is different from the one of our data (σ ∼75 km s−1),
we debased the resolution of the templates to the GMOS resolution. Be-
fore the templates fitting, we binned the spatial axes of the cube using the
Voronoi_2D_Binning3[13] obtaining 822 bins with a minimum signal-to-noise
ratio (S/N) of 25. In figure 3.1 we present an example of the fitted spectrum
in the nuclear point of the galaxy (in red). To do more clear the visualization
of the fit, we multiplied the stellar spectrum by 2 and by the same factor than
the galaxy spectra (1015) so the former is a little higher in the plot than the

2The image was downloaded from the Hubble Legacy Archive
(http://hla.stsci.edu/hlaview.html).

3http:wwwastro.physics.ox.ac.uk/m̃xc/software/#binning
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Figure 3.1: Top left: acquisition image.Top right: zoom of the acquisition image
into the field of view of the GMOS-IFU observations. Middle left: structure map
obtained from the HST image; the blue crux marks the nucleus and the green solid
line shows the PA. The black and white rectangles delimit the FOV of the GMOS-IFU
observations in the acquisition image and structure map respectively. Middle right:
continuum image extracted from the IFU spectra; the solid black line indicates the
position angle of the major axis (PA = 150◦). The North-East squad is shown in the
structure map and is the same in all images. Bottom: spectra of each of the marked
points in the continuum image. The respective number is in the top left corner of each
spectrum panel. Spectra 1 and 2 were extracted from the combined cube with only the
cubes without the [OIII] problem with the gap. Spectra 3 and 4 were extracted from
the combined cube with all four initial cubes (with a masked [OIII]). From this work.

second.
The stellar rotation is shown in the left panel of figure 3.2 with veloci-

ties ranging from ∼-124 to 117 km s−1 assuming a systemic velocity (vsys)
of 6780 km s−1. The maps does not show the complete FOV since the pixels
in the edger 0.5 arcsec have a very low S/N so the pPXF routine could not fit
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fine the stellar continuum on those. The centre is marked with the intersection
of the solid and dashed black lines and is assumed as the peak of the contin-
uum. We modeled the stellar kinematics assuming circular orbits in a plane
and spherical potential [8]. The observed radial velocity at a position R,φ is
given by:

V R,φ =Vsys+
ARcosφ −φ0

R2sin2
φ −φ0+ cos2 θ cos2φ −φ0+ c2 cos2 θ p2

where θ , φ , Vsys and R are known values (inclination of the disk considering
θ = 0 for a face-on galaxy, the PA of the line of nodes measured from the y-
axis within the FOV, the systemic velocity and the radius, respectively) and A,
c and p are parameters of the model. Table 3.1 show the fitted values of all the
parameters. ∆Vsys is the velocity found in zero radius, assuming the central
point as the peak of the continuum. To fit the rotation velocity, it means, to fit
the parameters to the velocity field we used the Levenberg-Marquardt least-
squares algorithm. The final model and residual velocity field (fitted pPXF
velocity - model∗) are in the second and third panels of figure 3.2 respectively.
The residual shows that the stellar kinematics is dominated by pure rotation,
with no special features. The velocity dispersion map is the fourth panel in
the same figure and has values from 0 in the outer 1.2 arcsec to the S and SE
increasing to 180 km s−1 in the nuclear part.

With the mean stellar velocity dispersion within a circumference of 0.115
arcsec (50.14 pc) radius, centered on the nucleus, we got an estimation of the
mass of the central black hole. We used the M-σ relation [44]

M•M� = 1.3
(

σF

200 km s−1

)4.72
×108

with σ̄ =173 km s−1. This velocity dispersion leads us to a mass of the SMBH
M• = 6.55×107 M�.

This value must be considered as an approximation of the mass since the
influence radius of the BH is significantly lower than 50 pc (rh ≡ GMσ2 →
rh ∼ 11 pc for M• = 108 M� and σ = 200 km s−1).
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Table 3.1: Bertola Parameters - Stellar and Gas Components

Parameter Fixed (?) Fitted Value (?) Fixed (Hα) Fitted Value (Hα)
∆Vsys no 45.16 km s−1 yes 10 km s−1

φ0 yes 8◦ yes 8◦

θ yes 48◦ yes 48◦

A no 170 km s−1 yes 500 km s−1

c no 0.841 yes 1
p no 0.935 yes 1.9

Notes.-Values for the parameters of the star rotation model. Column 1: Parameter
name. Column 2: If the parameter has a fixed value or not for stellar rotation. Column
3: Final fitted Value for stellar sotation. Column 4: If the parameter has a fixed value
or not for gas rotation. Column 5: Final fitted value for gas rotation.

Figure 3.2: From left to right: stellar velocity (km s−1) obtained with pPXF. Binning
was applied to get a minimal S/N of 25, Bertola model for stellar rotation, residual
(velocity - model) and stellar dispersion velocity (km s−1). The solid (dashed) black
line indicates the major (minor) axis. The intersection between minor and major axes
is in the peak of the continuum. The panels follow the color bar on top. From this
work.
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3.2 Single Gaussian Emission Line Fitting

We used IDL4 routines to model emission lines and the stellar continuum (see
section 3.1). We derived the centroid velocities, fluxes and velocity dispersions
of the stronger emission lines (Hβ , [OIII]λ5007Å, Hα , [NII]λλ6548,6583Åand
[SII]λλ6717,6731Å) by using PROFIT. This routine fits single Gaussian pro-
files to each line. We used air rest frame wavelengths and we corrected them
by redshift (z∼0.0226) to use as initial guess. Seven separate runs were per-
formed to fit Hβ , [OIII], [OI], Hα , [NII]λ6583Åand the [SII] doublet.

Figure 3.3 presents the rotation curves for the important emission lines
and for the stars. These curves were constructed by extracting the velocities
within the FOV through the host galaxy PA after the subtraction of a veloc-
ity of 6780 km s−1. The curves show that every emission line is blueshifted
respect to the host galaxy, with differences in velocities of ∼-83 (Hα) up to
∼-8 ([OIII]λ4958Å) km s−1 in zero radius, using as reference the velocity
at the continuum peak. In a general view, velocities are located between ∼-
150 km s−1 and ∼170 km s−1. In section 3.3 we will see that the amplitudes
of the velocities in Hα and [NII] are larger, but there is a zero component ve-
locity which is pulling down (and up) the extremes of the curves.

Inspecting the rotation curves and the velocity maps we noted asymme-
tries in all emission line velocities showing almost pure flat rotation curve in
negative radii (north) and curves similar to solid body rotation going back to
flat in positive radii (south). Anyway, the emission line rotation curves get all
together at ∼0.3 arcsec from the nucleus through the major axis PA.

Figure 3.4 presents the integrated flux (erg s−1 cm −2 spaxel −1), velocity
field and velocity dispersion of [OIII], Hα and [NII] emission lines obtained
by fitting single Gaussians to the lines. The zero velocity in centroid velocity
maps correspond to a systemic velocity of Vsys = 6780 km s−1. We fixed the
major axis PA as 150◦ in agreement with [65] because this value represents
the best our data.

Fluxes are in the first column of figure 3.4. While [OIII] presents the peak
of the emission in the nucleus, Hα and [NII] have their peaks at ≈0.25 arc-

4Interactive Data Language (IDL) is a programming language used for data analysis and
visualization.
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Figure 3.3: Rotation curves for SII (dark green), NII (green), OIII (blue), Hα (ma-
genta), Hβ (red), stellar component black solid line). Velocities where extracted
throughout the host galaxy major axis PA = 150◦ counterclockwise assuming the cen-
tre of rotation as the point were the continuum peak is located. The stellar error bars
show the errors determined by pPXF. From this work.

sec going down through the major axis PA. Also, they have little differences
in structure. Hα (top) flux is clearly asymmetric and extended to the NE,
[NII] (middle) flux seems to be symmetrical respect to the major axis and,
as reported by [64], [OIII] (bottom) flux is kind of symmetric respect to the
emission line PA but more extended through the major axis. The flux exten-
sions in the major and minor axes for each line are 3.0×3.1 arcsec2 (Hα),
3.2×3.7 arcsec2 ([NII]) and 3.1×3.5 arcsec2 ([OIII]). The extension in [OIII]
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is significantly larger than the one found by [64] which can be attributed to the
the way the data was obtained, since HST used a filter to take the images we
have the complete spectrum for each of the spaxel covering the nuclear region,
so we do not lose many information.

Centroid-velocity maps are in the second column of figure 3.4 and they all
show velocity fields dominated by rotation. The black crux marks the peak of
the continuum. Hα and [NII] present similar shapes but the former has and
excess of redshift in the SE and of blueshift in the NW respect to the second.
This two lines have velocities that go from ≈-180 up to ≈180 km s−1. On the
other hand, [OIII] shows an homogeneous velocity field and the lower veloci-
ties of the three lines between ≈-100 and ≈100 km s−1. We also noticed that
no line have zero velocity in the nuclear region, being all the central velocities
less redshifted than the host galaxy (seen more clearly in figure 3.3). [27] re-
ferred to this and point out that it could be possibly due to outflow velocities.

The intrinsic velocity dispersion was derived as

σint =

√
σ2

obs−σ2
ins

where σobs is the observed velocity dispersion derived by the emission line fit-
ting and σins is the instrumental velocity dispersion. [OIII] presents a smooth
velocity dispersion map. On the other hand, Hα and [NII] have a non common
distribution of their velocity dispersions. In Hα the values are higher around
the bluer and the redder velocities. [NII] presents two peaks, one at 0.3 arcsec
to the N of the continuum peak and the other at 1.1 arcsec to the SE from the
same point.

3.3 Position-Velocity Diagrams

We built Position-Velocity (PV) diagrams to better understand what is going
on in the centre of UGC 2024. Figure 3.5 shows the diagrams extracted from
Hα+[NII]λ6583Åand [OIII] through the major and minor axes and several
other angles named on the figure. The angles are measured from the y-axis
in counterclockwise direction. Hα presents a bump in blue velocities in ev-
ery angle but in a deeper study of this strange feature we discovered that it is
caused by an error in the CCD (working to fix it ERASE). We compared PV
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Figure 3.4: From left to right: maps of the flux (units of 10−15erg s−1 cm−2 spaxel−1

following the color bar at the top of each panel), velocity (km s−1) and veloc-
ity dispersion (km s−1) derived from the single Gaussian fit to the Hα (top row),
[NII]λλ6583Å(middle row) and [OIII]λ5007Å(bottom row). Axes (in arcsec) are
relative to the stellar continuum peak, indicated by the intersection of the solid and
dashed lines in the flux maps and the black cross in the velocity and velocity dis-
persion maps. The solid (dashed) line indicates the major (minor) axis. The near
(SW) and far (NE) sides of the disk are marked in the flux maps. Each panel fol-
lows the color bar on top. The zero velocity corresponds to a recessional velocity of
6780 km s−1 . From this work.
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diagrams of this line in every single cube before combine them and found that
the feature is present only in two of the four primary cubes, and this cubes
share the spatial position centering on the observation configuration but they
do not share spectral centering so we ignore the bump in the interpretation of
the results. We did not discard the final Hα emission line obtained by com-
bine the four cubes because if we had done that the S/N would be not high
enough. (probably have to change this part when find the way to mask the bad
channels)

We over plotted the emission line rotation curves (white line) and realize
that the velocities found by fitting a single Gaussian are not representative of
the real behave of the line. If we ignore purple and red lines it is appreciable
that the velocities obtained by a single Gaussian only fit negative velocities
amplitude but do not get the higher ones revealed by the PV diagram. We
think that a second component with lower velocities than the ones of rotation
is "confusing" the single Gaussian fit pulling down the "red values".

We produce a lot of "fake" Bertola models (because the parameters were
not adjusted to better represent the Hα single Gaussian velocity field) to find
one which better fit the rotation, that means, the velocities we observed on the
Hα diagrams. We focused on fit the major axis PV diagram reveled rotation
curve, with its high amplitude and the values for the parameter of the best fit
are shown on table 3.1. The rotation curves extracted from the final Bertola ve-
locity field were overploted in its corresponding diagram. We only care about
the major axis but while the angles start to change the modeled rotation curve
changes as well and it adjust quiet well to the diagrams. We also overploted
the stellar Bertola model rotation curves in every angle-PV diagram to realize
if in some point the gas motion is dominated by stars, but it stays clear that
this is not happening in any of the directions showed.

The second column of figures 3.6 and 3.7 show the gas bestfit fake rotation
model we performed by forcing the parameters to fit the velocity showed by
the Hα PV diagram and the third column shows the residual (observed-fake
model) velocity fields for Hα and [NII] with [OIII] (first and second row) in
each respectively figure. In both figures we show the velocity map obtained
by fitting a single Gaussian to Hα , [NII] and [OIII]. Hα presents an excess
of redshift to the SE and other with lower velocities to the NE with velocities
of nearly 80 km s−1 and 26 km s−1 respectively and an excess of blueshift to
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Figure 3.5: ]
PV diagrams of the Hα +[NII] (continuous pv diagram: [NII] at the top + Hα at the bottom) and [OIII] emission lines. The angle in each

panel title is the PA on the sky. The x-axis is the offset, in arcsec, from the stellar continuum peak, with the nuclear position delineated by the

vertical dashed black line. The y-axis, in units of km s−1 , is relative to the adopted recessional velocity (6780 km s−1) ; the zero velocity is

delineated by the horizontal dashed black line. In the Hα +[NII] diagram the zero velocity is set to that of the [NII] line; the zero velocity for

the Hα line, calculated as an offset from the [NII] line assuming the same recessional velocity, is also marked with a dashed black line.

Horizontal dashed red lines are drawn at -200 km s1 only as a guide to the eye. On each diagram we overplot the velocity predicted by the

single Gaussian fit (white solid line), the prediction of the Bertola rotation model for the stars (blue solid line) and the best (by eye) Bertola

rotation model for the gas (black solid line). From this work.
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Figure 3.6: From left to right: Observed Hα velocity map, fake Bertola model and
the residual velocity map (observed - fake model). Each panel follows the colorbar on
top in km s−1. In the first panel the black solid and dashed lines show the host galaxy
major and minor axes of the host galaxy whit the intersection in the continuum peak.
The solid line in the residual map indicates the major axis. The model was forced to
follow the rotation observed in Hα PV diagrams. From this work.

the SW with velocities that reach ∼-140 km s−1. [NII] and [OIII] present also
deviations from pure rotation. In the case of [NII] the residuals are aligned
with the host galaxy major axis and they reach velocities of∼44 km s−1 to the
NE and∼-149 km s−1 to the SW. Finally, [OIII] present perturbations through
the major axis PA too, but at the external radius these seem to tilt, leaving the
alignment with the major axis. The more extreme values of the [OIII] residual
are ∼125 km s−1 to the SW and ∼-150 km s−1 to the NE.

3.4 Gas Excitation and Electron Density

We compute emission line ratios dividing flux maps obtained by fitting a sin-
gle Gaussian. Figure 3.8 shows [OIII]/Hβ and Hα/Hβ in log scale, [NII]/Hα ,
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Figure 3.7: ,
bottom: [OIII])...]From left to right: Observed velocity map (top: [NII], bottom:
[OIII]) obtained by fitting a single Gaussian, fake rotation model and the residual

velocity map (observed- fake ). Each panel follows the colorbar on top in km s−1. In
the first panel the black solid and dashed lines show the major and minor axes of the
host galaxy whit the intersection in the continuum peak. The solid line in the residual

map indicates the major axis. From this work.
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OI/Hα and the electron density as derived from the intensity ratio[SII]λ6717/λ6731
assuming a temperature of 104 K [49]. We selected only the inner 1" radius as
this is the average radius where all the emission lines present better S/N (>10).

Since we did not have previous information about the way in which the
galaxy is inclined we used this ratios to decide if the near side was either to
the NE or to SW. It is clear that all ratios present higher values to the SW, but
we are interested specially in Hα/Hβ ratio to determine where the near and far
sides are. The values of this ratio increases westwards going from ∼2.5 up to
∼8 which implies that the far side could be to the NE and the near to the SW.
This has been our convention in the whole paper. The [NII]/Hα ratio ranges
from ∼0.77 (log10: -0.113) to ∼1.39 (log10 0.143) within the inner 1" radius
with a value of ∼0.966 in the nucleus (log10: -0.015). [OIII]/Hβ behaves in a
similar way, decreasing from SW to NE with values between∼3.54 and 13.49
(in log10 0.5 and 1.13) in the inner 1" radius and a value of∼7.43 (log10: 0.87)
in the nucleus. This ratio values are typical of Seyfert galaxies [37] if we lo-
cate then in a BPT diagnostic diagram.

The electron density map presents not clear circular distribution reaching
its peak at 0.3 arcsec eastwards from the nucleus with a value of 1511 cm−3

decreasing to 726 cm−3 at the nucleus and going lower with radius north-
wards presenting values of 200 cm−3 at 1" radius(considering zero radius in
the electron density peak). The extremely high values to the SW are due to
high noise, which impedes a reliable and good single Gaussian fit, anyway we
did not limit the radius to other smaller than 1" because we would be loosing
even more the general view of the electron density behave.

3.5 Double Gaussian Fit

Since the PV diagrams evidence a second velocity component in Hα and [NII]
we performed a double Gaussian fit to this lines. figure 3.5 shows clearly that
the second component is always blueshifted from the pure rotating one we
force the second component to be bluer than the main one. We performed
double Gaussian fits to Hα isolated and to Hα+[NII].

Results of the fitting are shown in figure 3.9. For Hα we selected the iso-
lated fit. On the other hand, the bound fit was better enough for the stronger
[NII] line so it was not necessary to do an isolated fit of this line. Fluxes of
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Figure 3.8: /
Hα , [OIII]/Hβ , Hα/Hβ , [OI]/Hα line ratios and electron density (cm −3)
distribution...][NII]/Hα , [OIII]/Hβ , Hα/Hβ , [OI]/Hα line ratios and electron

density (cm −3) distribution. [OIII]/Hβ and Hα/Hβ are in logarithmic scale. The
white crux in each image point the centre peak of the continuum. The panels follow
the color bar to the right of each one. All panels follow the orientation of the N-E

squad in the electron density image. From this work

the second components in both lines present kind of circular distribution with
their peaks near the centre. Hα main component has its peak at the centre
(black crux) but it is extended to the near side. [NII] main component has a
peak to N and a second weaker peak in the very centre.

Velocities of the main components show pure rotation aligned with the
major axis PA, while the Hα second component presents rotation, but only in
negative velocities respect to the main recessional velocity. Also its orienta-
tion is deviated from the major axis PA. [NII] second component velocity is
aligned with the major axis and presents rotation but, as Hα , only has negative
velocities.

We plotted the rotation curves extracted through the major axis in the PV
diagrams of the major axis of Hα and [NII] (figure 3.10). Rotation curves
of the single Gaussian and main component are very similar in both cases
and neither of the curves reach the highest values in the diagrams. The sec-
ond components present a different behave. Hαsecond velocities in the inner
0.9 arcsec (distance from nucleus) are redder than the velocities of Hαmain

ones, but the velocity amplitude is lower, so it does not reach the maximum
and minimum values of the rotation. On the other hand, [NII]second presents
always bluer values respect to the [NII]main velocities.
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Figure 3.9: On top figure shows fluxes and in bottom it shows velocities corre-
sponding to the main and second Gaussian component of Hα (first and second
columns) and to the main and second component of [NII] (third and fourth
columns). We masked Hα plots in a flux of 1.7×10−17erg s−1 cm−2 spaxel−1

and NII in a flux of 6×10−17erg s−1 cm−2 spaxel−1. Fluxes are in units of
10−15erg s−1 cm−2 spaxel−1 and velocities are in km/s. Every pannel fol-
lows the colorbar to its right. Solid black line marks the major axis PA, while
the black crux is pointing the centre (assumed as the peak of the continuum).
From this work.
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Figure 3.10: P
V diagram of the major axis...]Left: HαPV diagram of the major axis. Right:
[NII] PV diagram of the major axis. White solid line is the rotation curve of

the single Gaussian fit. Green solid line is the rotation curve of the main
component in the double Gaussian fit and blue solid line is the rotation curve

of the second (blue) component in the double Gaussian fit. Black and red
dashed lines follow the convention of figure 3.5. From this work.
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Discussion and Summary

The continuum image in figure 3.1 as well as the zoom of the acquisition im-
age show that the light distribution of the galaxy is more extended to the SW
than to the NE in the inner 1.5 arcsec radius, changing to a more homogeneous
distribution at larger radius. The acquisition image show a big and thick arm to
the S which vanished at ∼5" and other to the N with approximately the same
extension. The latest one is not so clear but it looks like a bump in the image.
The two arms are more clear in the structure map, where we can clearly see
the second arm ricing in the W and extending itself to the N. Also we can
observe that both arms reach ∼6" until they faint. The arms become less dis-
tinguishably towards the nucleus and they are not visible in the GMOS-IFU
FOV continuum. Due to the post-starburst nature of the galaxy [30] and that
this past starburst phase could be triggered by a previous interaction, we think
that this arms can effectively be tidal tales of older stars pulled out during that
merging process [33]. Also, as the arm to the S is thicker and stronger than
the one to the N we propose that that (probably minor) merger occurred in the
S of UGC 2024. If we compare the position of the arms with all the velocity
maps we can observe that one is placed in blue velocities and other in red ones.
Both, velocity position and shape of the arms are signatures of trailing arms
[10]. Now, if we talk about the inner structure we can hardly appreciate the
dust towards the SW but these is highlighted by the irregular contours present
in the structure map and confirmed by the extension of the light distribution
in the continuum and in the acquisition image. This confirm what we argue
in section 3.4, were we defined the near and far sides using the emission line

37
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ratios. Likewise, the structure presents a little arm at ∼1.5 arcsec eastwards,
this tiny arm change its orientation outer that radius and pass to be part of the
thick arm southwards, so we can mostly assure that the southern arm is born
in the E part of the galaxy.

[64] argue that the [OIII] distribution presents a not clear conical shape,
but a biconical shape is what we expect to find in the ionized line distribution
of Seyfert 2 galaxies [2]. Anyway, from the PV diagrams in section 3.3 we
found a second component in this line as well as in Hα and [NII] with lower
velocities than the ones observed by pure rotation in red velocities (negative
radii on the PV diagrams) showing that the single Gaussian fit velocities are
being biased by this component since the rotation curves do not reach the high-
est velocity of the PV diagrams. This can be a tracer of an outflow with low
velocity but high velocity dispersion. Even if [OIII] presents a well behave in
the PV diagram it also shows a tilt, changing its orientation in larger velocities
(blue and red ones).

[78] studied the extended narrow line region (ENLR) in 7 Seyfert galaxies,
this region is located typically at distances > 500 pc. These galaxies are char-
acterized by a high excitation ([OIII]/Hβ ≥5) but low velocities dispersion. If
the tendency to increase outwards of the [OIII]/Hβ ratio is the general behave
in the galaxy, we can argue that UGC 2024 has an excitation > 6 out 1" ra-
dius (> 436 pc). Furthermore, evidence of radial outflow has been reported in
galaxies that presents this ENLR characteristics [85]. The [OIII] velocity pro-
file coincide with some of the objects in [78], with velocities of ∼200 km s−1.
Also, the residuals of figures 3.6 and 3.7 added to the PV diagrams reveal out-
flowing gas with higher velocities at the major axis and decreasing outwards.
With all the last we can propose that UGC 2024 presents a radial outflow.

4.1 GMOS and SDSS Velocity Shift

We collided the spectra within 1.5 arcsec of the GMOS cube before the sub-
traction of the continuum and compared the resulting spectrum with the SDSS
one1 which was taken in October, 2000. We computed velocities for Hβ ,
[OIII]λλ4958,5007Å, [OI]λ6300Å, Hα , [NII]λλ6549,6583Å, [SII]λ6731Åemission
lines and for the NaID absorption line. We find the center of the lines by fitting

1We used the Sloan Digital Sky Survey Data Release 7 spectrum of UGC 2024.
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a single Gaussian to each one in the IRAFTERM plot of the spectra (using the
IRAFTERM tasks). The velocities of each line in the SDSS data were obtained
using vacuum rest-frame wavelengths while the velocities of the GMOS data
were obtained using air rest-frame wavelengths. In figure 4.1 we show the ob-
tained velocities (x-axis), the cruxes(diamonds) represent SDSS(GMOS) re-
sults and they are arranged in the y-axis from minor (bottom) to major (top)
wavelength. To have an homogeneous way to contrast the results we chose
the [SII] velocity (VSII) as the recessional velocity of the galaxy in both cases,
since it is less affected by ionization. It is clear that exist a difference between
SDSS and GMOS (the velocity shift is ∼58 km s−1). As reported by SDSS,
forbidden lines present less blueshifted velocities (using as reference the VSII)
than Balmer lines in both spectra and the pattern followed by the velocities is
similar so we discarded calibration errors that can end in such a big velocity
difference between the data.

If we consider VSII obtained with the GMOS data, the redshift would be
znew ∼0.0226, value that is far from the ones found in literature [9, 25, 35, 42,
75] and specifically, it differs from the SDSS DR13 value, zSDSS=0.022347±0.00001,
by an amount of ∼81 km s−1. It is important to note that the recessional ve-
locity computed from the SDSS [SII] line was also shifted from the value of
the 13th data release, being ∼23 km s−1 higher.

In figure 4.1 is also evident a big blueshift (∼188 km s−1) respect to VSII

in the star velocity (NaID) in both SDSS and GMOS. We will discuss about
this shift in section 3.1.

4.1.1 Mass Outflow Rate

We estimate the mass outflow rate as the ratio between the mass of the out-
flowing gas and the dynamical time at the nucleus (Mgtd). The gas mass is
estimated as:

Mg = mpNeV f (4.1)

where mp is the proton mass, Ne is the electron density, V is the volume
of the region where the outflow is detected and f is the filling factor. We
can estimate the filling factor from:

LHα ∼ N2
e jHαTV f (4.2)
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Figure 4.1: Comparison between the velocities of the most important emission lines
+ NaID absorption line computed with the SDSS DR7 spectrum (cruxes) and a 3"
aperture of our GMOS data spectrum (diamonds). With SDSS data we used vacuum
rest-frame wavelengths and with GMOS data we used air rest-frame wavelengths to
compute the velocities. The black solid line at 6707 km s−1 correspond to the velocity
of the [SII]λ6731Åemission line of SDSS and the one at 6780 km s−1 marks the
velocity of the [SII]λ6731Åemission line of GMOS. The labels to the right indicate
the emission(absorption) lines names. From this work

with jHα = 3.534×10−25 erg cm−3 s−1 at T=10000 [48] and LHα the Hα

luminosity emitted within the volume V. Then if we substitute equation 4.2
into equation 4.1, the mass can be expressed as:

Mg =
mpLHα

Ne jHαT
(4.3)

The second velocity component is the broader one and is which represents
the better the outflow [41], so we used the Hαsecond mean velocity to obtain
the luminosity of the line. The mean deprojected velocity of the second com-
ponent of Hα is 123 km s−1 and from the residual in figure 3.6 we decided
that the radius where the outflow is influencing the gas rotation is ∼1". Con-
sidering a luminosity distance of 90 Mpc, LHα value is 1.709×1041 erg s−1.
We use the mean Ne within a 1" radius, that means, Ne = 1312 cm−3. Then
we computed a ionized gas mas of Mg ≈3.26×105 M� for the outflow com-
ponent. Now, taking into account that we are only measuring the mass of one
cone and general models predict bi-conical outflows, then the mass associated
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to the ionized gas should be 6.53×105 M�, which is the amount of gas respon-
sible of the second (broad) Hα emission.

We estimate the dynamical time as the ratio of the diameter of the region
where the outflow is observed (1" ≈ 436 pc) to the mean deprojected velocity
of the outflow (123 km s−1). This gives a Td ≈7.1×106 yr so the mass outflow
rate M is 0.046M� yr−1. For comparison, the mass accretion rate implied by
the bolometric luminosity, Macc, can be estimated by:

Macc =
Lbol

ηc
(4.4)

where Lbol was obtained using [23] relation between [OIII] luminosity and
bolometric one: Lbol= 90×LOIII what implies a Lbol ≈9.02×1042 erg s−1, with
LOIII=1×1041 erg s−1, η is the mass-to-energy conversion efficiency, assumed
as 0.1 [70] and c is the speed of light in cm s−1. Replacing all this values in
equation 4.4 lead to a mass accretion rate of Macc ≈1.59×10−3 M� yr−1.
This mass is only 0.034 times the mass outflow rate, which is within the val-
ues found in previous studies [41, 57, 68] and indicates that the most of the
outflowing gas originate in the surrounding interstellar medium.

4.2 Summary

In this section we are going to enumerate the main conclusions of the thesis:

• Considering the gas excitation, structure map and continuum profile we
conclude that the near side located towards the SW and the far to the
NE.

• UGC 2024 does not present correlation between Hα and [OIII] kine-
matics. It is usual to see features of the former line in the other, but we
think this is due to the lack of information because of the gaps present
in two of the four original cubes.

• Residuals of Hα and [NII] indicate that the gases are not following
normal (pure) rotation, having the higher disruptions through the ma-
jor axis.
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• In comparing the Bertola rotation models of the gas and stars, this two
rotational components are not moving at the same velocity, which means
the second has perturbation that can be explained by outflowing gas.

• PV diagrams reveal a second component in Hα , [NII] and [OIII]. With
a double Gaussian fit we were able to isolate both (in Hα and [NII]) and
study individually their behavior. The second components have bluer
values in velocity but higher velocity dispersion, so we propose a wide
open angle outflow to rep

• Hα and [NII] single Gaussian velocity maps present clear perturbation
of a bar, but the S/N of the galaxy was not high enough to get a good
model of the bar and its possible effect over the centre of the object.

• The outflow present on UGC 2024 is weak in comparison with the ones
reported in the literature and, even if this value is within the range where
Dumas et al. 2007 [23] found more disturbed kinematics, the galaxy
does not presents big misalignments between the gas and the stellar
kinematics nor large twists in the gas kinematics.
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